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Opening panel with Kerstin Jorna, Sameera Fazili and Martin Sandbu 

• Over past 30 years the DNA of the SM is evolving 

• From levelling tool to crisis umbrella to … springboard for resilience? 

• A few issues to watch: 

• Open strategic autonomy/ supply chains 

• Broader political challenges/ systemic uncertainty 

• Enlargement 

• Market scale / competition / spillovers 

• “The green business case” / accelerating green 

• Geopolitics/ The Brussels Effect

• Ensuring regions, population, industries are not left behind 

A changing #SingleMarket DNA ?  



• Open Strategic Autonomy / de-risking

• Freedom to move/ freedom to stay/ “+” and “–” rights

• External threats / geoeconomics asset

• Capital Markets Union

• Social Economy & Services of General Interest

• Green transition: alignment of public and corporate investments

• Skills (gaps) and innovation (start/ scale-up)

Examples of factors shaping the SM agenda
Including Enrico Letta’s statement



The Single Market: a powerful risk off-setter

“There is a need for re-evaluation 

of the balance between cost 

reduction vs. risk reduction. What 

is at stake is an assessment of 

the alignment between policy

objectives (e.g., economy-wide 

resilience without endangering 

growth) and firms’ legitimate

objectives.”



A large and positive “EU effect” 

“Firms engaged in American 

interstate commerce encounter 

costs from varying requirements 

for safety, consumer protection, 

or the environment; duplicative 

licensing and other 

administrative processes; 

massive variation in taxation; and 

discriminatory procurement and 

state aid.”



Yet language, distance, values still matter 

“Our results suggest that modeling 

borders is crucial to understand 

the patterns of intranational and

international trade. (…) 

quantitative theories rarely include

a realistic description of the 

incentives and constraints faced 

by governments.”



Policies might bear unplanned welfare impacts

“Many political blocks are 

implementing a battery of 

measures to incentivize firms 

to produce within

their boundaries and to 

become less dependent on 

third countries.”



Ensuring smooth transition dynamics

“Announcing a policy in advance

allows agents to modify their 

behavior accordingly, thus

reducing emissions from the day 

of the announcement and not at 

the time of its implementation.”



“More BAM for the buck”?  

“Because LBAM targets all 

leakage-prone industries, it

increases the effectiveness 

of unilateral carbon pricing 

at reducing global 

emissions by up to 50%. 

This is accomplished by a 

tariff designed to exactly 

offset any displacement

of domestic production by 

foreign imports due to 

carbon pricing.”



Convergence in EU financial systems resilience

“We expect economies approaching higher 

levels of the index to be more insulated from 

shocks to output with respect to economies 

converging to lower levels and to feature a 

relatively larger contribution of capital 

markets to risk diversification.”



The “Single Market effect”

“(o)ur results suggest that EU 

membership (Single Market 

effect) has had a larger impact 

on US FDI than the launching 

of the euro when we consider 

the larger group of countries. 

However, within the EU, the 

monetary integration has 

generally increased US FDI in

those countries that finally 

adopted the single currency.”



A home bias in procurement? 

“Our paper shows that the  government's 

home bias, especially that of subnational 

agencies, explains a big part of the high 

local concentration levels in government 

procurement across regions and 

countries.”



ETS impact and firm performance 

“(…) there seems to be a small 

case that becoming greener

may make firms more profitable. 

This is encouraging, and should 

be further promoted through the

development of a strong demand 

market for greener industrial 

products.”
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